
RULES:  
 

1. Everyone has to speak.  

2. You can speak in any order, but after speaking, you 

can’t speak again until everyone has said something.  

 
 
 
 
Round 1  
 
You have absolute freedom - just say something! 



Round 2  
 
You must respond to what the previous person 
said. Same rules apply. 
 
Stuck? Use a prompt plus your own words. 
 



Sentence transformations 

 

1. apart from 

2. have difficulty + -ing 

3. pay attention to (someone/thing) 

4. be good at (something) 

5. be unusual for (someone) to (do something) 

6. incase + subject (he/she/it/they/we) 

7. be looking forward to + -ing 



Use at least three in a sentence. Relate them to your course. 

1. apart from 

2. have difficulty + -ing 

3. pay attention to (someone/thing) 

4. be good at (something) 

5. be unusual for (someone) to (do something) 

6. incase + subject (he/she/it/they/we) 

7. be looking forward to + -ing 



Rewrite the sentences without using the bold phrases. 



Last language focus activity… 

 

These are noun suffixes: 

 

- ion  - ment  - ison   - age 

 

Which nouns do you know with these endings? 

 



Which verbs take which noun suffix? 

 

- ion    - ment  - ison  - age 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Which verb doesn’t take any of those suffixes? 

 

 

Marry  Addict Compare Conclude 

Encourage Lose  Perform Qualify 

Graduate Assess Carry Possess 

Inhibit Enjoy Solve include 



Last week we spoke about… 



be ostracised  

a limb 

a breadwinner 

be a burden on 

an outcast 

a drought 

a stampede 

be deranged 

be repulsed 

be disfigured 

 



Listen to the second part of the talk. Then, based on 
the information shared in the recording, discuss the 
following:  

 

• Why does Anna think the attitude towards disabled 
people is worse in the West? 

• What examples does she give?  

• Do you agree with her view?  

 







Listen to the recording and answer the questions. 

 

1.  What attitude is behind the creation of a disabled 
doll? 

 

2.  In what context is the phrase ‘degrading kindness’ 
used?  


